COURSE HOSTING
REQUIREMENTS
info@moderndaysniper.com

INTERESTED IN HOSTING A MODERN DAY SNIPER
TRAINING EVENT AT YOUR FACILITY?
Need to know what our logistics requirements are?

We’re always looking for new places to come and hold training courses to meet
new shooters looking to improve their skills. Our requirements are pretty simple,
and we’ve got them lined out below for your reference. If you’ve got any
questions on something that’s not covered in this document, make sure you reach
out to us. Exceptions can always be made based on the situation and
circumstance.
OUR GENERAL GUIDELINES
We book a minimum of two classes back-to-back for mobile training
events.
We expect the course host to leverage their local area influence with
regard to marketing for the course within reasonable limits.
Our maximum course size is 10x shooters. Once the course reaches 8x
registered shooters, the course host will receive 2x compensated course
slots.
Range MUST be able to accommodate 10x shooters on the firing line at
one time, on both the 100 yard range and long range (if the ranges are
separated).

TARGET AND RANGE
REQUIREMENTS

Range or Host must provide 11x paper target stands capable of holding 24” x
36” backers.
Range or Host must provide a minimum of 10x steel targets of varying sizes
from full-size IPSC to 6” rounds or squares. (We prefer to have 20x targets to
minimize downtime spent moving targets.)
Range must allow steel targets to be placed at varying distances. Traditional
NRA Highpower ranges with target butts are unfortunately unacceptable.
CHOOSE FROM OUR COURSE LIST
Circle of Components Seminar

2-Day | Level: Basic

The Technical Rifle Hunter
2-Day | Level: Basic
Precision Rifle 101, Introduction to Long Range Shooting
4-Day | Level: Intermediate
Positional Shooting Seminar
2-Day | Level: Intermediate
Precision Rifle 201, Taking the Next Step
3-Day | Level: Advanced
Wind Reading Seminar
2-Day | Level: Advanced
Moving Target Seminar
2-Day | Level: Advanced (Contact us for specific range requirements)
Moving Target Seminar
2-Day | Level: Advanced (Contact us for specific range requirements)

CONTACT US HERE:
info@moderndaysniper.com

